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ABSTRACT
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a task which helps in finding out Persons name, Location
names, Brand names, Abbreviations, Date, Time etc and classifies them into predefined different
categories. NER plays a major role in various Natural Language Processing (NLP) fields like
Information Extraction, Machine Translations and Question Answering. This paper describes the
problems of NER in the context of Urdu Language and provides relevant solutions. The system is
developed to tag thirteen different Named Entities (NE), twelve NE proposed by IJCNLP-08 and
Izaafats. We have used the Rule Based approach and developed the various rules to extract the
Named Entities in the given Urdu text.
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1. Introduction
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a subtask of Information Extraction (IE). NER extracts and
classifies the true Named Entities in text. NER system is widely used in different tasks of Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and in many commercial applications on internet like Search
Engine. Accuracy of NER system is directly reflected in NLP applications. So, accurate working
of NER system is very important. NER system can be used for one's personal interest like
company manager wants to know all the names involved in specific text document.
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Tag Name
Person Name
Location
Organizations
Terms
Designation
Title Person
Title Object
Brand
Measure
Number
Date/Time
Abbreviation

Example
(ارشدArshad)
( پٹی اPatiala)
( رای سReliance)
( سپ ڈاٹسSpondylitis)
( و ی اعظPresident)
( جMr.)
( ہ دوست ٹ ئHindustan Time)
( سی س گSamsung)
 س ل10 (10 Years)
 دو،( ایکOne, Two)
 اکتو12 (12 October)
( ی ی سیBBC)
TABLE 1- Different Named Entity Tags

Named Entities mentioned above were proposed at IJCNLP-08 workshop [17]. Named
Entities can be domain specifics like NER system to identify entities in scientific data.
The NER system can be developed using three approaches, 'Rule-Based', 'Machine Learning'
(HMM, SVM, CRF, Decision Tree) and 'Hybrid' approach. The Rule-Based system is difficult to
develop as one should know the language and grammar rules. These kinds of systems are domain
specific. Machine learning approach provides different Statistical NLP tools to train NER system.
Statistical tools provide fast way to develop NER system but the accuracy of the system is
dependent on annotated training data. For greater accuracy we need to train the NER system with
large amount of annotated data. Hybrid approach is a combination of both Rule Base and
Statistical based.

2. Related Work
NER system came in focus during the sixth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6) [6].
After that many NER systems were developed. Most of these systems were developed for
European languages and all systems were highly accurate. For south Asian languages, NER
systems yet in developing phase. IJCNLP-08 workshop played a major role in development of
NER Systems for Indian languages. This Workshop focused on five languages i.e. Hindi,
Bengali, Oriya, Telugu and Urdu. All the systems were developed using Statistical approaches or
Hybrid approach. Hybrid NER system for five languages was developed by (Sujan Kumar saha
et al. 2008) [2]. Rules were developed only for Hindi and Bengali. The system was developed
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using MaxEnt model. Accuracy for Urdu was Maximal, Nested and lexical were 27.79, 28.59
and 35.47 respectively.
Karhik Gali et al.2008 [18] had developed the system for five languages Telugu, Hindi, Bengali,
Urdu and Oriya. The system was developed using CRF based machine learning model. This
system also used some heuristic rules. The system was specific for Telugu and Hindi. Accuracy
for Urdu was Maximal, Nested and lexical, were 39.86, 39.01 and 43.46 respectively. Asif Ekbal
et al 2008 [1] had developed the system using CRF Machine learning approach. The system was
trained for Bengali, Hindi, Telugu, Oriya and Urdu. The system also used language dependent
and language independent rules. Accuracy of the system for Urdu was Maximal nested and
lexical, were 30.35, 28.55 and 35.52 respectively. Praveen Kumar P et al 2008[3] had developed
the system for Hindi, Bengali, Oriya, Telugu and Urdu languages. The system was developed
using Hybrid approach which was a combination of CRF and HMM models. Accuracy of the
system for Urdu by using CRF, Maximal Nested and Lexical were 33.17, 31.78 and 38.25
respectively and by using HMM 34.48,36.83 and 44.73 respectively . Amit Goyal 2008[10] had
developed the system using CRF machine learning model for Hindi language. Accuracy of the
system was 58.85. Shilpi Srivastava et al. 2011 had developed the NER system for Hindi
language based on CRF and MaxEnt models of Machine Learning approach and rules were
developed for Hindi language. The system used voting method to improve the accuracy.
Accuracy of the system was 82.95. Kashif Riaz et al. 2010[4] had developed the system using the
Rule Based approach. Rules were developed for Person name, Location, Date, Numbers,
Organizations and Person's designations tags. The system used very small gazetteer for person
names and locations. Recall of the system was 90.7%, precision 91.5 and F1-measure was 91.1%.
which was better than all the NER systems developed in IJCNLP-2008 workshop for Urdu? We
can see that sufficient work was not done for Urdu NER system and work which is available does
not show satisfactory results. Only Kashif Riaz's work shows good results.

3. Approaches to NER
3.1 Rule Based approach: Rules are developed to identify NE in text. This approach takes much
time in development and one should have good knowledge of target language. Heuristic based
rules are used to identify tags and these rules are language specific. Good rules always yield good
results. Development of these kinds of systems is always a time consuming task.
3.2 Statistical approach: Statistical approach is also known as Machine Learning approach. This
is a fast way to develop a NER system. The system is trained using annotated training data set in
specified format. Accuracy of statistical approach is dependent upon the training data. So, we
always train the system with a large set of annotated data. Various Machine Learning models like
HMM, CRF, MaxEnt, are used for NER system.
3.3 Hybrid system: Hybrid system is combination of Rule Based approach and Statistical
approach. To develop the Hybrid system we use Statistical tools as well as linguistic rules.
Combinations of both approaches make a system more accurate and efficient.

4. Issues in Urdu NER System
No capitalization: Urdu and other Asian Languages do not have concept of capitalization. In
European language like English this feature is widely used to recognize Named Entity in text
because all the names in text always begin with capital letter. Absence of capitalization feature
makes the NER task hard for Urdu language.
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Ambiguous Name: Urdu language has lots of ambiguous names that can be used as proper noun
as well as common noun. Main challenge of any NER system is to separate or extract proper
noun in place of common noun. Example: ( کتbarkat) or ( سا تslaamat) can be the name of a
person or it can be used as common noun.
Spelling variations: Lack of standardization in Urdu language can be seen in spelling as well.
There are different spellings that can be used for same word. Like word Hospital can be written
in two ways in Urdu ہسپت ل/( اسپت لhasptaal/asptaal) which makes the task difficult for NER. We
are unable to collect the standard spelling of foreign language. Example: ا سٹیٹوٹ/ا سٹیچیوٹ
(institutes/instichutes).
Non-availability of resources: Language Resources are must for any approach whether it is
Rule Based or Statistical. There is no large gazetteer and annotated data available for Urdu
language.

5. Why Rule Based Approach
Rule Based approach is time consuming task to develop any NER system. Rule based approach is
used only when you know the target language well and have sufficient knowledge about the
linguistic rules like knowledge of grammar. The system developed using Rule Based approach
always yields the good results. On the another hand, Statistical approach which provide us with
many Statistical tools, to develop NER system like HMM, CRF, SVM, MaxEnt etc, with the help
of these tools development process of the system is rapid as compared to Rule Based approach.
We have studied that in IJCNLP-2008 that all the NER systems were developed using different
Statistical approaches. But none of the system provides good results for Urdu text because
annotated data provided by the workshop is only 36000 Urdu tokens which is not sufficient to
train Urdu NER system. New Statistical techniques like CRF not perform well for Urdu. Absence
of any large Urdu gazetteers is also one of the reasons for low accuracy. These kinds of
gazetteers boost the accuracy of Statistical approaches. Rule Based approach used by (Kashif
Riaz 2010[4]) for Urdu language shows good results. Rules are used to identify six tags.
Workshop on NER system by IJCNLP 2008 focused on twelve NER tags. By studying various
research papers we concluded that we should follow Rule Based approach though it is a time
consuming approach but this approach will give us promising results as we have seen in Kashif
Riaz's[4] system. We did not try Hybrid Approach because the absence of large annotated corpus
for Statistical part. We have tried to develop different rules for all 12 NE tags which are used in
IJCNLP-08 workshop.

6. Rule Based Model
Following Rules are used to identify different tags in Urdu text.
1. Rules are applied to identify date and time tags. These kinds of tags are easily identified by
Regular Expressions that are created for specific patterns like 01.01.2012 or 01/01/2012 and
time is also identified as 11:20 or 01:22. The system is able to identify the date like 01 May
2012 or 01 May and year 2012.
2. Suffix matching is used to identify various locations and types of names and terms. In Urdu
language and other south Asian languages, there are many location names that end with 'pur'
(Kishanpur, Rampur), 'stan' (Pakistan, Hindustan) 'ghar' (Chandighar, Ramghar), 'nagar'
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(Sonagar) and words that end with 'abad' (Fridabad, Hardabad). Suffix matching is also used for
persons name, terms and org Like, person name that ends with 'dev' (Ramdev, Shamdev), 'das'
(Sumitvadas, Charndas). Terms that ends with 'logy' (biology), person's last name ends with
'brown' or 'wood' then we can identify them as person's name or it may be organization like
Hollywood and Bollywood.
3. The system uses gazetteer of most common person names to identify 'Person Names tag'. The
system is able to tag words of maximum three lengths as one Named Entity like د شفیق تھ د
(mahmad saphīk thindh). For person names we have collected 4500 Urdu names and 1500
Hindu person names.
4. We have collected the surname of Muslim and Hindu religions. With the help of surnames the
system is able to identify his/her first name, like surname (khān)  خhelps the system to check
one word before the surname which may be the first name of person like (shāhrukh khān) ش
ُر خ
5. Title person and Designations helps the system to identify person name like Title Person و ی
( اعظvajīr-ē-ājam) and ( سٹmisṭar) that may have proper name next to it. With the help of
Title Person and surname, the system is able to detect Person Named Entities easily. The
system is also able to identify those person names which are not part of the gazetteer. We have
collected 34 Title Persons and 102 Designations.
6. The NER system performs well when it can identify true Named Entities by resolving the
ambiguities. Our NER System is able to identity true Person Named Entity based on various
rules like if the system encounters any ambiguity in person name it will treat it as a special case
and apply different rules to make sure that it is a true person name. For example when system
encounter the word ( ک لkamal) then system try to resolve the ambiguity of this word with help
of postposition as surname or preposition where it may found Title Person or Designation. If
there is no clue to identify as Named Entity then at last it check out the post position of
ambiguity word like ( ک ل کو گھ پے ک تھkamal kō ghar pe kam tha.) the word (kō)  کوgive us
clue that it may be the person name , So the system tag it as Person Named Entity(PNE).
7. Rule is also used to identify numbers that are non numerals like '( ' 'پ چ'چھے'چ رFour, Five, and
Six). The system able to tags three words as one Number Entity like( تی پ چ سوThree
Hundred Five).
8. Person name may have abbreviations in the place of first name of person like کا اے جے پی اے
(A P J A Klam). If the system is able to identify surname alone then it always try to find it as
abbreviation name.
9. The system is able to find out and tag abbreviations like (C P U) سی پی و
etc.

(B B C) ی ی سی

10. Organizations are tagged during gazetteer look up. We have insufficient data related to
organizations so we have used some heuristics to identify ORG tags. For Example if text
includes Org (vō pañjābī yūnīvrasiṭī kā ṭālī-ē-ilam hai.)  و پ ج ی یو یورسٹی ک ط ل ع ہےand we
don't have this Organization in gazetteer then system apply rules to find and tag org as "Punjabi
university".
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7. Algorithm for Urdu NER
We have developed the system on Windows platform using Dot Net framework 4. System is
using other available classes of framework to implement all features of our NER system. Like
Tokenizer and Linked List class and its functions. We have developed many other modules for
different rules used by the system. The system works in linear complexity.
1.
2.

Input text, through file upload or user may type text in given Text Field.
Normalization of Input Text
1.1 Remove Extra spaces to single space.
1.2 Remove special chars from end of the strings.
3. Gazetteer lookup
3.1. Gazetteer lookup up for Locations, Terms, Brands, Abbreviations and Organizations
Tags.
4. Tokenized and Normalized
4.1. Tokenized the input Text word by word and search against the Gazetteer
5. Search for Date and Time tags
5.1 Search for Number (numeral), Date, Time, Email and URL Tags.
6. Rule to tag Person Names
6.1 Rule to detect Person Name with the help of Title Person Name, Designation and
Surname without using Gazetteer.
7. Suffix stripping is used
7.1 Suffix Striping Rules are used to Detect Location Names, Organizations, Izaafats, and
Some types of Person names.
8. Find Person Names and Numbers
8.1 Find more Person Names through Various rules and Gazetteer lookup.
8.2 Rules are applied for names up to three words of length.
8.3 Rule to detect Abbreviation Names.
8.4 Rule is applied to resolve ambiguity in names.
8.5 Rule is applied to find Numbers in non numerals form.
9. Rule is applied to find out Abbreviations which were not found during Gazetteer search.
10. Rules are applied to find out Organizations
10.1 Those Organizations entity which were not found during Gazetteer lookup, rule will try
to find out and tag them as organization entities.
11. Show tagged output to user along with untagged data.
Algorithm is self explained; still lightening some of its steps regarding Gazetteer look
up. Gazetteer lookup is used to find out various Named Entities in text. We have collected
Named Entities related to various fields i.e. Politics, Business etc. In algorithm's step 3 gazetteer
look up is used for Locations, Terms, Brands, Abbreviations and Organizations Tags. All these
tags are less ambiguous so the system tags them without applying any rule. System have
gazetteer list related to these tags which are not ambiguous. In Step 4 system tokenized the input
text and normalized the tokens for further processing. Step 6, 7 and 8 are used to tag Person
Names. In Step 6, algorithm finds out person names based on Title Person, Designation and
Surname. In this step system is able find out Person Named Entities without any gazetteer list. In
Step 8, system used gazetteer list to find out person names and apply various rules to resolve
their ambiguity. Some person names have patterns in its suffix or in prefix of the word. So, Step
6 of algorithm finds out this kind of person name by using suffix stripping.
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8. Evaluation Metrics
Standard evaluation metrics for Information Retrieval includes Precisions, Recall and F-measure.
Recall: Relevant information extracted from text. Recall defined as:
Recall: = No. of correct answers given by system / Total No. of possible correct answers in text.

Precision: Actual correct answers returned by system. Precision defined as:
Precision: = No. of correct answer/No. of answers given

F-Measure: Balances of Recall and Precision by using a parameters β. The F-measure is defined
as:
F-measure=(β2+1)RP/( β2P+R)

β is weighted as β=1. When β=1 F-measure is called F1-measure. The F1-measure is defined as:F1-measure=2*RP/P+R

9. Evaluation and Results
We have constructed two sets of test data. Test data is collected from different websites [19] of
Urdu. Test data mainly include News from different fields like Politics, Sports, Business and
Science. The reason of collecting News data is that because News data is always full of Named
Entities. So, it gives challenging job to our NER system to identify all different kinds of NE tags
accurately. Test data also include ambiguous data, our NER system tried to resolve ambiguities
and tag only true entities. Mainly ambiguities are in person names and the system resolves them
by applying different rules. For evaluating the system we have tested the system on two different
test data sets. Both test data sets have news and articles related to different domain. Test data set
1 have data related to political news, some articles and short stories. Test data set 2 mainly have
news related to science and business.
Test Case

Number of
tokens

Domain

Test set 1

12032 tokens

News and articles
related to politics.

Test set 2

150243
tokens

News data related to
science topics,
business news.

TABLE 2-Test Sets and along with number of tokens and their domain
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Accuracy
Test Case 2

60.09

Test Case 1

88.1
0

Accuracy

50

100

FIGURE 1- Performance of different test cases

Test Sets

Precision

Recall

F1-Measure

Test set 1

58.15

62.05

60.09

Test set 2

86.17

90.40

88.1

TABLE 3- Result of Test cases
Accuracy of Test set 1 is 88.1% and Test set 2 is 60.09%. Note that the frequency of occurrence
of tags like Terms, Title Object, Brand Name are very less and we have not sufficient collected
data related to these tags. Accuracy without all these four tags is shown below.
NE Tags

Precision

Recall

F1-Measure

NEP(Person Name)

92.85

93.37

93.10

NEL(Location)

85.00

90.00

87.28

NEO(Organizations )

77.70

81.30

80.37

NED(Designation)

86.80

89.21

87.98

NETP(Title Person)

85.33

88.45

86.85

NEM(Measure)

88.24

89.59

88.87

NEN(Number)

92.84

93.50

93.16

NETI(Time)

90.36

91.32

90.83

NEA(Abbreviation)

89.85

91.59

90.71

TABLE 4- Individual results of Nine NE tags
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NE Tags

Precision

Recall

NETE(Terms)
NEB(Brand
Name)
NETO(Title
Object)
NEIZ(Izaafats)

32.20

34.49

F1Measure
33.30

43.45

47.28

45.34

51.49

53.22

52.35

31.25

35.29

33.14

TABLE 5- Individual results of Four NE tags
Results shown in Table 5 for four tags are not good as compared to other tags because these tags
need more time to collect accurate data. If we consider accuracy of all the thirteen tags then
accuracy is 74.09%. Accuracy of the system also depends upon the domain of testing data. Test
set 2 includes scientific and business terms so that system was not able to perform well. We have
considered thirteen tag as compared to twelve tags used in IJCNLP-08. The system tagged
Izaafat words because in Urdu, Izaafats are used very frequently and when we translate Urdu to
target languages then we need to translate these Izaafats in specific target language words. Like
(aab-e-hayat)
آ
ِ izaafat meaning in English is sacred water . But some time izaafat plays
the role as NE for example ( وراثت خ لصہvīrāsat-ē-khālsā) name of a place and it should not be
translate in target language but transliterate it.

Conclusion and Future Work
We have developed the system to tag different Named Entities and system is able to find out and
tag them all. But system has some limitations too.
1. We have developed the rule to tag person's name having length of three words. If person name
has longer string of words like four words in a name then it will tag three words as one Named
Entity and fourth one as another Named Entity. For Example in د آصف ع ی رداری
(mohmad
āsīph alī jardārī) person name, ( رداریjardārī)will be tagged separately and د آصف ع ی
(mohmad āsīph alī)will be tagged as another Named Entity. Count of Entities will be two in place
of one.
2. Same is the case with Number tag. Like: ( دو سو چ ّوTwo Hundred fifty four) tagged as one
named entity but if we have longer string having more than three words like ( دو ار چ ّو اکھTwo
Thousand Fifty Four Lakh) will be tagged as two separate entities. Where (Lakh)  اکھwill be
tagged as a separately.
3. Partial tagging problem in Org tag like (  )ا ڈی ا سٹیوٹ آف ٹیک لوجیIndian Institute of Technology
will tagged partially as (Institute of Technology) word Indian will not be tagged with that Org
tag.
4. Problem in Date tag, some time Date is written in word form like: ( یس ج وری دوی ر گی رTwenty
January Two Thousand Eleven .) This kind of string will not be tagged as Date tag but will be
treated as separate tags like January as Time tag and Twenty as Number tag and Two Thousand
Eleven as one Number tag.
5. System is not using any kind of technique to resolve the segmentation problem in given Urdu
text. Like other Asian languages Urdu has problem of space omission and space insertion. We
will try to improve our NER system by using effective segmentation technique in near future.
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6. System is not using POS Tagger or POS tagged data. So system always has to do larger
number of comparisons to find out entities in given text. It is difficult to make any decisions for
system based on rules because system compares only words but not their part of speech. Due to
large numbers of comparisons system is little bit slowly when we gave large amount of input text
to system. POS tagged data and stemmer is very essential for NER system and we have not used
any POS tagger for our NER. So, we will develop POS tagger to include it in our system.
7. There is a problem to resolve ambiguity of person's name. We have collected the data of
ambiguous person names and system treats them as special case to resolve its ambiguity but
some time all the rules fail to remove its ambiguity. For example ( فتح کو اوا دوphatah kō būlāva
dō) here word ( فتحphatah) can be proper noun or common noun. We do not have any clue to find
out whether it is a person name or not. Rule checked Title Person, Designations or surname if all
these conditions are not present in given sentence then we need to check out postpositions, but
some time these postpositions come along with common name.
We have collected 6000 person names gazetteer. We will collect more number of person names
and will try to include surname of other languages. Main problem is gazetteers of terms related to
various domains. Collected data is not sufficient. We do not have standard spelling of terms
related to various fields. We will try to collect standard spellings of different terms.
To develop the Urdu NER system we have insufficient resources as we discussed earlier but still
we are able to get good accuracy. In future we will try to develop other essential tools for Urdu
NER.
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